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Abstract: The benefits of Building Information Modelling (BIM) accrue from the needs of the inter-
operability of applied technologies. This scope is strongly related to heritage buildings. Protection
plans encompassing phases of heritage conservation, interpretation, intervention and dissemination
could lead to a sustainable model through a TeamWork-HBIM project. This work develops a step by
step semantically enriched 3D model, from accurate data acquisition to the creation of a container of
artistic assets. TeamWork-HBIM acts as a database for movable assets, i.e., parametric objects (GDL)
with graphical and semantic information, which are valid for recording, inventory and cataloguing
processes. Thus, heritage properties were created and used to create recording and inventory sheets
related to movable assets. Consequently, a parametric object was edited in the HBIM project, so a new
category called “Heritage Furniture” was available. Data from the monitoring of the artistic asset
were included in that category. In addition, the specialist technicians from the TeamWork-HBIM team
catalogued a dataset related to artistic, historical and conservation properties. Another advantage of
the system was the reliability of the structure of the HBIM project, which was based on the actual
geometry of the building provided by the point clouds. The information was valid for both modelling
works and specialists in virtual monitoring. Moreover, the reliability of metadata was collected in a
common data environment (CDE), which was available for everyone. As a result, the Teamwork-
HBIM-CDE project meets the needs of private institutions, such as the Foundation of the Church of
the Company of Jesus in Quito, related to the sustainability of the historic site. This sustainability is
shown by the implementation of a methodology that strengthens the interdisciplinary information
flow by including all disciplines of historical heritage.

Keywords: HBIM; sustainability; cataloguing; scanning laser; scan-to-BIM; intervention in the
architectural heritage; TeamWork project; Quito; Church of the Company of Jesus

1. Introduction

Sustainability constitutes a main approach in any area of our society. Today, this
aspect is being studied in works on heritage architecture. The benefits of the Building Infor-
mation Modelling (BIM) digital platform accrue from the needs of the interoperability of
applied technologies [1], and this scope is strongly related to heritage buildings. Moreover,
sustainable restoration projects have been created and included in the heritage building
information modelling (HBIM) paradigm. HBIM is a tool that manages both a great deal of
information from graphic modelling and information provided by agents and operators
related to restoration. There are also studies on sustainable qualification tools for heritage
buildings that indicate the factors and indicators that allow sustainability to be analysed [2].
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Few studies have confirmed that BIM tools can be included in the application of the sus-
tainable restoration of heritage buildings [3], in which HBIM facilitates the usability and
sustainability in the intervention process at different levels (2D, 3D, 4D, 5D and 6D) and
work phases [4]. The modelling process of a heritage building faces both great challenges
and complexities. Likewise, the set of activities includes the reverse engineering of the geo-
metric analysis of buildings through the massive data capture using LIDAR technology [5].
Historians, architects, and archaeologists play key roles in historical heritage analysis as
they provide both an accurate knowledge of buildings and interesting scientific data about
the catalogued properties. On the other hand, the BIM platform has been developed by
engineers and architects qualified to model heritage buildings. In this regard, the scientific
literature has instigated the interest in the processes of a heritage project, thus improving
the practical implementation and gathering better documentation [6]. Some processes are
related to operativity, and others to management. If both efforts are united among the
conservation technical teams, historians, archaeologists and the managers of the HBIM
project, there will be an effective contribution in the sustainability standards. There is no
system that assesses the sustainable performance of restoration projects [7], but this work
could be the beginning of the development of a view on heritage sustainability.

2. Literature Review

Conservation and restoration operators of cultural heritage (CH) could carry out an
effective work by both reinforcing the dissemination and sharing specific information with
accuracy techniques and innovative methodologies; today, those provided by geomatics
and the Open BIM methodology are used.

Current protection plans of historic sites that encompass phases of preventive conser-
vation programming, interpretation, intervention and dissemination of heritage could lead
to a sustainable model by using the HBIM platform, thus improving resource management
in 3D models, creating an interoperable environment with the intervention agents [8], and
developing connective programmes between the BIM software and the virtual reality for
dissemination purposes. Many studies on the management of the HBIM platform discuss
these issues, including preventive maintenance [9], conservation management [10], and
heritage dissemination. However, few studies have discussed the communication and
information influx among operators to make the system sustainable. Most studies on
semantic creation were discussed by [11] under the umbrella notion of the Conceptual
Reference Model (CIDOC-CRM), and [12] used an ontology editor, TopBraid Composer,
to represent and characterise the characteristics. The CIDOC-CRM [13] has become an
ontological referential model that allows the information of CH to be formally and highly
specifically represented [14].

The aforementioned reverse engineering process is intended to be used for the au-
tomatic or semiautomatic transformation of three-dimensional point clouds, focused on
HBIM [15–18]. Most semiautomatic processes require complex software, in which many
experts participate, because current BIM digital platforms cannot automatically work.
Including a dense point cloud of a building in this digital platform is among the difficulties,
together with the fact that, even for existing open platforms to manage cloud points for
the automatic segmentation, such as the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [19], current BIM
software cannot make a semantic segmentation of the morphology of the elements. Except
in cases [20,21] where the process is automatic. Reverse engineering in heritage buildings
is therefore more and more complex. On the other hand, the BIM modelling process is
designed following a constructive logic: it starts with the construction elements from the
foundation phase and ends with the roof, installations and auxiliary elements. This process
has nothing to do with reverse engineering as the massive data captured from LIDAR
technology show both the skin of the building and the elements superficially joined to
it. These data are recorded in files with great deal of information that cannot be used in
BIM digital platforms. For this reason, new strategies related to the interoperability of
accurate modelling systems should be developed [22], and especially those related to data
management and new sustainable scenarios. This paper includes the implementation of a
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TeamWork-HBIM methodology that strengthens reciprocal information flows among all
the participating areas of specialist technical teams and operators. The application example
is the Conservation Plan of the Church of the Company of Jesus, which is the badge of the
Latin American baroque erected by the Jesuit order between 1605 and 1765. This work is the
beginning of the interventions programmed for an integrated and sustainable management
project of the city’s heritage.

Workflows in CH lack clarity in processes and information dissemination, and tools
are rendered obsolete by heritage institutions [6]. Geometric data for the three-dimensional
reconstruction should contain important information in management and physical infor-
mation processes [23]. To join both processes, a new paradigm in the documentation of
sites and monuments emerges, a digital platform based on BIM and applied to heritage.
The works dealing with the methods and tools to manage information to diagnose and
monitor buildings suggest a high semantic level of the original documents [24]. To solve
semantic data management, Bruno et al. [24] proposed the use of both BIMcloud services
and a BIM repository to reduce the size of deliverables.

Technical teams collaboratively work through database files that are interchangeable
with the BIM digital platform. The main problem is metadata management, which is solved
by software such as ArchiCAD® from Graphisoft through interoperability operations with
exportable files (.xlsx) from the data scheme. Revit works similarly with the file export
through schedules. These technical teams work collaboratively with Excel formats that
are interchangeable with the BIM digital platform. This way of working with external
operators has been used by both Moyano et al. [23] in stratigraphic units within archae-
ology, and Bienvenido-Huertas et al. [25] to implement a model to classify tiles in the
Pavilion of Charles V through artificial intelligence. Pocobelli et al. [26] used, with the Revit
platform, spreadsheets linked to smart masses. In addition, Bruno et al. [27] mentioned the
simplification in database management through Access, SQL Server or Excel files. These
researchers developed a methodology to guarantee nongeometric information and data
management. The Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry is involved
in the sustainable management of buildings and infrastructures. For this purpose, the
Industry Foundation Classes (IFCs) format emerged as a 3D model of standard and open
data that reinforces the interoperability of the system. This functionality removes the
gap between data collection and analysis, thus improving the productivity and providing
greater flexibility to the BIM system. IFC models are essential in an HBIM project. IFC’s
main characteristics are defined with the EXPRESS language (ISO/TC 184/SC 4.1994) [28]:
the headline section, types, entities, functions and rules. The headline section provides
generic information about the scheme; types and entities are directly related to data defini-
tions; functions and rules define the limitations imposed on definitions [28]. An IFC model
is considered as a dynamic database in which a great deal of information (i.e., the material
of the object, the physical relation with other models and the mechanical properties) could
be included. Apart from geometry, the elements should also be allocated to both classes of
objects and typological subdivisions [29]. The problem emerges when the operators do not
know the usual roles of the AEC industry, as occurs in CH with very specific disciplines
such as archaeology or the restoration of movable assets to meet the requirements of CH.
In this line [30], a more dynamic and open platform is implemented. The system is divided
into open-code protocols; a 3D model in the FreeCAD software was exported in IFC to link
the information appropriately to DBMS, thus allowing its management. Another way to
mitigate this issue is by using applications such as dRofus [31], a tool of planning, data
management and BIM collaboration, which allows the spaces and their requirements to be
included in the BIM model. As a result, architects and engineers, and operators in general,
can capture and organise the planning requirements of the client and use them to validate
and propose alternatives in the design process.

In general, a research method to manage heritage buildings should be proposed
because of the dispersion of information generated by a CH project [32]. BIM could remove
gaps related to the lack of studies during the construction project and plays a crucial role
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in the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) [33]. On the other hand, BIM supports new
workflows related to sustainability indicators. The authors of [2] define five methodologies
defined in the Sustainability of Heritage Buildings (SHBs)—i.e., simulation, visualisation,
HBIM environment, the energy study and multicriterion decision-making; moreover, there
is a scale differential for all these methodologies in the studies on sustainability. In this
context, TeamWork develops a work divided into four sections. The first section indicates
the research cycle of the methodology; the second section focuses on both the skills to
acquire the actual geometry of the CH asset and the postprocessing of the cloud point to
make it easily accessible in the collaborative environment of the project and to support the
structure of the parametric HBIM model; the third section shows the TeamWork-HBIM
system and its linking with a common data environment (CDE) as a collaborative and
interoperable tool; finally, the methodology is applied as a specific case study to the
inventory and cataloguing of the artistic assets included in the Church of the Company
of Jesus.

3. Research Methodology

Certainly, this is a way to structure the documentation in an HBIM project, in which
the operativity of the system allows specialists and TeamWork to collect data in the main-
tenance and conservation phases. These program files show specific data, but their use
leaves behind valuable information, such as photographs and graphic documents that also
belong to the history of the building and CH. This work develops a methodology based on
an information interchange in an active project included in a BIM digital platform. The
procedures used, in which operators work in real time to implement the HBIM project,
turned it into a sustainable project. The massive data capture (MDC) of the point cloud was
obtained with a Terrestrial Scanning Laser (TLS) to contribute to the accuracy and similarity
of the morphological characteristics of the object. For this purpose, a parallel system from
the Leica JetStream software was used because actual measures could be explored and
acquired. The project to interchange information among coworkers emerged by applying
TeamWork, a functionality also included in the same platform. Based on this operativity,
movable assets catalogued by the National Heritage Institute of Equator were managed.
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Any external collaborator agent can easily access data thanks to the use of a com-
mon data environment (CDE). The process in a CH intervention is circular and fed back
(Figure 1). This means that it acts as a method to control the procedures, in which the
results obtained in an initial stage are again included in the system to be optimised.

Under this flow diagram, the goal of this work is the generation of a sustainable
platform which includes the database in a digital information model. This is the first
research stage integrated by the collaborative work TeamWork using a CDE structure.
The project management is focused on research, preservation, restoration, and heritage
dissemination; in addition, it is implemented in a specific case of movable or artistic assets.

4. Case Study, Equipment and Postprocessing

The Church of the Company of Jesus (Figure 2b) is one of the emblematic historical
buildings in Quito. It is the most representative baroque temple of the colonial America
period. Its construction began at the beginning of the 17th century, lasting 160 years. The
church is composed by a single nave, communicating chapels and a transept corresponding
to the northern and southern chapels, presbytery and vestry. The dimensions and artistic
characteristics of the temple have been defined by [34]. One of the elements with the
highest artistic value is the pulpit joined to one of the pillars dating from 1675 [35]: it is
carved in cedar wood, with fretwork and gilding in gold leaf, has the form of a chalice and
includes more than 250 images of religious figures of the Jesuit order [36,37].
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Figure 2. (a) Photograph of the exterior of the Church of the Company of Jesus; (b) view of the point cloud included in the
HBIM project using the ArchiCAD software.

4.1. Data Acquisition Procedure

The TLS scanning process was carried out through several campaigns. Captures
were taking in both the exterior and the interior to acquire the complete geometry of the
Church of the Company of Jesus; a coupling and alignment of the range cloud were used by
effective and accurate procedures, as the recording report of Cyclone REGISTER 360 shows.
The TLS technique compiles space data precisely [38,39]. Surveys were conducted at five
levels (Table 1) to cover most of the surface of the church. The five levels were as follows:
in a platform, in the stem of the arches, in the chorus stand, in the upper balcony next to
the chorus and in the corridor of the lantern under the dome.
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Table 1. Total number of the valid scans processed at various levels.

Scans Level 1
(+1.00)

Level 2
(+5.70)

Level 3
(+8.70)

Level 4
(+9.60)

Level 5
(+19.90) Total Sum

Valid 71 13 19 9 3 115
Null 2 0 0 0 0 2

Total scans processed 69 13 19 9 3 113

A Leica BLK360 laser scanner was used with a range of 120 m to capture the geometry.
The performance of this equipment was studied by [40], which confirmed an accuracy of
the scanner from 6 mm to 10 m to record control points. Scans were made with a high
resolution HDR 15 Mpixel 3-camera system, thus obtaining an accurate laser range. Data
captured by the laser scanner were previously treated by reconsidering the position of
the equipment, so that the 360◦ scan could record the spaces of the two lateral naves, the
central nave, chapel and vestry. The distribution was fair, so the distances did not exceed
5 m. The time of each scan, with a 360◦ scan with a high quality HDR image, was up to
5 min 30 s. The details in both vaults and high areas were covered by strategic positions
of the equipment, which was placed in the chorus stand, behind the perimeter rail of the
central nave and in the upper tambour under the dome. Height scanning of the façade and
vault intrados was possible by using high platforms of aluminium mobile scaffolds, so an
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) system was not required. After records were obtained,
the postprocessing was carried out with the Leica Register 360 software, generating two
global point clouds: 37.037.014 (level 1) and 48.489.690 kb (levels 2-3-4), in .e57 format.

Table 2 shows the result for each scanning set. After coupling the placements, the
software generated an overlapping report and the quality matrix of the links. The trust or
strength level was greater than 85% in the three sets.

Table 2. Result of the reports with error expression in the placement set.

TLS Placements Level 1 and Façades Upper Levels: 2-3-4-5 Façades

Number: 75 placements 38 placements 16 placements

Number of connections: 214 83 32

Strength: 88% 85% 84%

Overlapping: 57% 51% 65%

Set error: 0.007 m 0.007 m 0.006 m

Cloud to cloud error: 0.007 m 0.007 m 0.006 m

4.2. Postprocessing

Two main challenges were faced in the postprocessing of the point cloud. The first
challenge was working with the dimensions of the file size; because of their extension,
the files could not be used in BIM digital platforms (Revit® Autodesk or ArchiCAD®

Graphisoft). To reduce the file size, filtering and a segmentation were carried out. Non-
desirable noise and objects were removed in the filtering. On the other hand, point cloud
data were processed and organised into significant subsets in the segmentation [41]. The
second challenge was keeping the information of the point cloud within the same coor-
dinate system, in which each segmentation had a value (xi, yi, zi) related to the object,
so the segmented portions were well joined in their set when they were included. This
segmentation step was carried out through deliberate structures and forms that were later
modelled and catalogued within the TeamWork project. In the next phase, the point cloud
portions processed with the Cyclone Register 360 software were exported in an interchange
format (.ptx) to maintain the filtering and the segmentation applied.
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4.3. Exploration of the Point Cloud

To visualise the point cloud to be recorded and verified after postprocessing with the
Cyclone Register 360, Leica JetStream software [42] was used as its design allows the range
cloud to be visualised (Figure 3). This is a viewer independent of the BIM digital platform
that shows the original files created (.jsv and .lgs) and postprocessed by Cyclone Register
360. An instantaneous load of all points is provided and surfing through the cloud of the
various records is possible, thus creating animations.
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5. TeamWork-HBIM Project

EN-ISO 19650 is a set of international standards defining the framework, principles
and requirements to acquire, use and manage information in projects and assets throughout
the building life cycle. According to these standards, BIM is the use of a shared digital
representation of an asset built to ease design, construction and operation processes and to
provide a reliable basis for the decision-making. On the other hand, the EN-ISO 19650-3
standard defines the processes to use and manage information during the operation or
maintenance phase. This standard was developed by the International Standard Orga-
nization ISO/WD 19650-2: Organization of information about construction works [43].
In sectors such as the AEC industry, the transmission of information coordinated among
actors is crucial, thus breaking new ground in improving the quality of the value chain.
Implementing the interactive communication of different software is also essential because
of the availability of digital means. The BIM methodology implicitly includes the concept
of interoperating among users, and even clients themselves. As for ArchiCAD®, Graphisoft
included the concept TeamWork in version 5.1, presented in 1997. This collaboration
method allows the members of the team to work on separate parts of the same project
and to merge the work into a master file [44]. To meet the new AEC industry’s needs,
TeamWork projects are today managed by BIMcloud Graphisoft to guarantee teamwork in
a reliable and continuous way [45] and to ease the use of large files. The profitability of
the teledetection work is also increased before starting the Level of Development (LOD)
of the 3D model. Moreover, the methodology would allow units of research studies on
intervention, conservation and maintenance to be included. Delta-server technology is
used to send and receive operations more quickly. There is a common data environment
(CDE) to work with, thus making modelling in parallel possible; this is helpful to hasten
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the development of the project. As a result, a robust architecture of the system is created,
where BIMcloud ensures the integrity of the BIM project.

The TeamWork methodology has been used as a learning strategy implemented by
the engineering schools, which are based on Team-Based Learning (TBL) [46], so students
could follow a collaborative process to improve the participation of all members. This
participation is based on experience, cohesion skills and teamwork [47]. If the BIM technol-
ogy, including its skills, is implemented in CH with a more active approach in which the
collaborative process plays a key role, a new paradigm will be developed in the historical
construction sector and its conservation.

5.1. CDE

The information and data interchange of an active project, based on the BIM method-
ology, should be managed in a structured and safe way. For this purpose, a CDE should be
used to meet, manage and divide each container of information through an established
procedure (EN-ISO 19650-1). Studies are increasingly focused on presenting the benefits
of implementing a CDE in construction projects, although CH sustainability has not been
applied yet [48–51]. The client should provide an open common digital space (within
the same work platform) to which all the members of the team could access to share the
information of the collaborative project. In this regard, the Foundation of the Church of the
Company of Jesus delegated the CDE to the researchers from both the University of Seville
and the UIDE. A server was available to store all the information of the TeamWork-HBIM
project, based on the ArchiCAD® platform, to be managed by the whole technical team to
review or modify according to their role.

For the correct operativity of the CDE in the Church of the Company of Jesus, the
agents with management roles of the model who were responsible for centralising the
information were defined. This was important to guarantee a standardisation and a homo-
geneous data structure because specific information from several disciplines (architectural,
structural, historical and artistic disciplines) would be available. According to the BIM
execution plan (BEP) established for the HBIM project, the access to information was
limited to coworkers with permissions and user control. A BIM manager was appointed
as responsible for both establishing the structure of the project, included in the BEP, and
ensuring its maintenance and integrity, especially of the BIM model by backing up regu-
larly. In the management procedure of the CDE, the information was structured in various
states: Work-in-progress (WIP) state, applied to the information that is being developed
by the teamwork; Shared (S) state, applied to the information that can be consulted by the
appropriate parties; Published (P) state, applied to the information authorised to be used;
Archived (ARC) state, applied to the information shared and published, and which was
therefore recorded.

In the interoperability phases with the agents specialised in restoration, the schemes of
data exported from HBIM were also recorded in the same CDE. Thus, the same coworker, by
accessing to the CDE, visualised and explored the 3D point cloud with the Leica JetStream
Viewer as a support for the auscultation. The .xlsx data files, with the items already
completed, were again included in the HBIM project in a flexible workflow, thus being
automatically recorded.

The TeamWork + HBIM + CDE system was supported by the OpenBIM methodology,
thus facilitating the interoperability among the agents involved. IFC open standard files
were used, so the HBIM project was an asset that could be easily accessed, as well as
sustainable. In addition, the internal work of structuring, modelling and coordination was
guaranteed by the information flow through BIMCloud. Data structured in the Relational
Database Management System (RDBMS) were linked according to the classification and
properties provided by the BIM model. The system uses the SQL Server and is supported
by the Transact-SQL language, an implementation of Microsoft of the ANSI standard. All
the elements from the 3D model have been mapped with IFC properties or attributes in
ArchiCAD before their export. The relationship between the HBIM Project and the DataBase
is guaranteed by the specific Pset of each element within a well-structured IFC format.
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The IFC data model is available in the server that supports the DataBase, and all team
members could access it. In this regard, the system allows various platforms to be included,
so the BIM model data could be synchronised with other solutions of data management,
processing and analysis.

The flow diagram (Figure 4) is described as follows: the 3D model of the TeamWork
HBIM Project was interoperable by all the operators with role permission. The workflow
with the external technical team was carried out through the retroactive data flow in Excel
tables (.xlsx), thus allowing the validated information to be automatically introduced. The
RDBMS was linked to an IFC transfer model that contained the information of the asset
and where the IFC elements were well-defined (ID) and classified (IfcPropertySet) to be
recorded in the DataBase. A web interface, mainly for consultants, allowed the DataBase to
be accessed and managed. The 3D model could be consulted in two ways: with the viewer
BIMx to explore the hyper-model completely (the .bimx file), with easy camera paths,
and to review all the views, tables and planes (considering the corresponding limitations
according to the permissions provided). Although BIMx was used in the web as an external
consultation, it was mainly a Graphic Review Interface (GUI) of the specialist technician
to maintain and conserve the asset and was used with mobile devices. The other method
of consultation was the 360º exploration of the full cloud point by using Leica JetStream
Viewer. The consultant could access both HDR views and the actual measurements in the
points captured by the scanner.
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The proposed system aims to manage many data in relation to the conservation of a
historical asset, although this document includes the workflow for an effective cataloguing
of the paintings included in the building. The TeamWork-HBIM + CDE system guarantees
the interoperability of data with the specialists in conservation and restoration, where the
information flow is supported by the recording and inventory sheets expressly created for
the HBIM project.

5.2. Organisation or the Teamwork

The interconnection of the TeamWork active methodology began by registering tech-
nical teams, engineers, architects and constructors in a Virtual Private Network (VPN). The
information basis of the working field was made through a technical information system of
the Equatorial CH. The characteristics of the movable asset and immovable assets, such as
altarpieces, sculptures, paintings and silverware objects, were recorded in this information
system. For the initial information interchange, software that allow operators to be con-
nected were proved. TeamWork is an interoperability system of BIM operators. Each BIM
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operator worked through a working role (e.g., architect-manager, modelling technician,
or installation technician), and they accessed the editable parts with permission. The
operation permission was given by the main manager who was responsible for structuring
the HBIM project, so the functions of the operation were limited by this person. On the
other hand, the dataset obtained by the remote sensing techniques was managed with
appropriate software interoperating with TeamWork. For this purpose, after processing the
range cloud with Cyclone Register 360, the Leica JetStream software was used as a tool to
visualise the scanned model. Equally to FARO Cloudshare, Leica JetStream Viewer facili-
tated the interchange of data processed with Cyclone LGS, so external agents could explore
the point clouds without requiring a use licence [52]. This viewer, with no antecedents,
could be installed by each technical team to visualise and surf original data stored in an
equipment in real time. The .jsv or .lgs files could be shared from a JetStream Enterprise
server with an O-licence from Cyclone or Cyclone REGISTER 360 + PUBLISHER.

5.3. Sectorisation of the Point Cloud

Many works dealing with the step from point cloud to BIM are related to segmen-
tation. The semantic segmentation is a process that classifies the elements of the data
of the range cloud according to the recognition of the architectural elements [20]. The
connection between the point cloud and the BIM digital platform creates an appropriate
workflow for the accuracy of the 3D reconstruction. This is a working area developed in
the scientific scope that considers the recognition of primitive geometries for the step to
BIM. As forms are complex, implementation methodologies are required to create para-
metric objects [23], but the segmentation step implies processes of techniques based on
classification algorithms [53–56]. To avoid complex processes of semantic segmentation,
this work was based on manual classification processes carried out by the same operator
with Cyclone Register 360. The interchange from the point cloud to BIM was based on
both segmenting the range cloud in an .xyz format and turning it into a parametric object
such as a Library Container File (LCF) with the BIM digital platform. This segmentation
was required for files exceeding 280 million points because the BIM digital platform could
not process it. The sectorisation of the point cloud was established by scanned rooms in
the church, instead of by levels (Figure 5). The rooms of the church (i.e., naves and vestry)
were considered.

From this sectorisation, a subsectorisation of the point cloud was carried out to struc-
ture the identification of movable and immovable assets according to their categories.
For this purpose, the set of assets including altarpieces, caring, silverware objects, sculp-
tures and paintings was analysed. This sectorisation was aimed to obtain flexibility and
sustainability of the system of the HBIM project (Figure 6).

5.4. Structuring the HBIM Project with a Network System

In the following experimentation phase, the point cloud sectors included in the HBIM
project were structured in levels to proceed to the modelling. In practice, a BIM model
is generated from the normal construction process—i.e., from the foundation to the roof
through the various masonry and installation phases [57]. The levels of the project were
readjusted with the Point Cloud Complete, although those obtained by the CAD planimetry
(.dwg) were maintained; plans, elevations and sections were imported into worksheets to
use them as references. One of the advantages of the ArchiCAD platform is using point
cloud views, thus establishing an appropriate depth range for its correct interpretation
and observation. In addition, this procedure compares the views with CAD projections,
determines the adjustment among the previous planimetry and verifies the metric data in
the HBIM project. So, plan views were generated with the same cutting level and identical
sections to that of CAD to fulfil the criteria used in previous drawing-ups and to compare
them. The applied process detected significant discrepancies with the actual geometry
(Figure 7). Another system that promotes the sustainability of the Teamwork-HBIM project
is the network system, which provides a network of axis and its linking to the project.
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One of its advantages is that it is used as both auxiliary lines and a reference of Cartesian
coordinates; in addition, it automatises the insertion of many architectural elements, thus
saving time and flexibility in the system (Figure 8).
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5.5. From the Database of the Immovable Assets to the Cataloguing in the HBIM Project

ICTs and the Internet have modified the methods of keeping documentation and
showing it to the public systems interested. Reservation systems, together with audiovisual
documents and planimetry or cartography, have been catalogued and recorded in more
flexible and quicker platforms to interact with research agents. However, the religious
architecture, with big monuments that contain artistic works, requires a methodology that
includes, at a structural and interoperative level, all the movable assets that can be cata-
logued. Cataloguing records are essential in religious buildings containing artistic works,
including painting, sculpture, silverware objects, masonry, planimetry, bibliographical vol-
umes and the building itself. Both cathedrals and churches are large containers that put in
order the geometry of the elements, the symmetry and the order, and keep the emblematic
work of archives, libraries and museums as the cultural centre of artistic dissemination.

Table 3 shows the process followed within the framework of this research work to
include movable assets already catalogued in the HBIM project (under the umbrella of the
National Heritage Institute of Equator). This document [58] includes the singularity of the
systematic process that details the applications and reach of the recording, inventory and
cataloguing processes.

An HBIM project constitutes recording both the 3D geometry and the information
related to artistic works. Thus, the heritage site of the Church of the Company of Jesus
in Quito is a good example to apply an HBIM project to art assets. This work focuses
on developing, step by step, a semantically enriched digital model, from accurate data
acquisition to the creation of a container of art assets. The digital management information
system created can be a container of sustainability to specify public conservation, preserva-
tion and safeguarding policies of heritage assets. However, in this sustainability system,
BIM operators consider the level of definition and development to achieve an appropriate
cataloguing definition. The information of the agents is interoperated by indicating the
LOD. This term is in linear progression on the amount of information of the modelled
elements that are part of BIM [57], so the definition of the model has proportional geometric
and semantic meanings. These levels are actually Levels of Details (LoDs) [59] and deepen
the definition of the model. However, Bruno et al. [10] made a difference between LOD
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and LoD. Regarding the sustainability level of the digital integration system for movable
and immovable heritage, the LODs of the models should be useful as a database for all the
operators of the project.

Table 3. This table describes in detail the applications and reach of the processes.

Recording Inventory Cataloguing

Identifies tangible and
intangible cultural assets.

Describes the assets with a
heritage assessment, and

therefore exceptional values
that should be protected, kept,

and disseminated.

Studies more in detail the
inventorying assets through

historical, iconographic,
architectural, anthropological,

and ethnographic studies,
among others.

Refers to the cultural universe
of the country.

Specifies the universe of the
CH of the country.

Documents heritage assets in
a scientific, systemic and

methodological way.

Establishes the conservation
state of tangible cultural
assets and safeguards the

intangible CH.

Details the vulnerability and
threat state of the tangible and

intangible assets of the CH
related to natural and human

risks.

Recording applications Inventory applications Cataloguing applications

Geospatial location of cultural
assets in the territory.

Referential documentation for
records. Elaboration of
thematic maps. Digital

cartography of heritage.

Referential documentation for
records. Elaboration of
thematic maps. Digital

cartography of heritage.

Reference basis line
elaboration of referential basis
of the heritage in tangible and

intangible scopes.

Information tool to manage
the CH of Decentralised

Autonomous Governments.

Information tool to manage
the CH of Decentralised

Autonomous Governments.

In the case study, the HBIM project was based on the value provided by the point
clouds, both for the information given by the textured geometry and its support to the
appropriate structure of levels and to a system of accurate axes, which were required
to reconsider the BIM model. The novelty of the developed process is that semantic
data related to the movable object could be managed before the works of the parametric
modelling of the architectural container. The accurate location of the asset, provided by the
textured point cloud, was enough to locate a parametric object with accurate dimensions
that could be identified in the HBIM project. Afterwards, the HBIM project was in a basic
LOD (LOD100), where the point clouds defined the conceptual elements of the architectural
and artistic heritage. This initial level progressively increased to define the parametric
element graphically, specifying the size, the form, the quantities and the location of the site.
In the modelling phase, the process of the connection of the elements to the point cloud or
Level of Accuracy (LOA) was defined according to the guide published by the US Institute
of Building Documentation (USIBD), as well as the specific data about the knowledge of the
system of the object (geometric, structural and tangible) known as Level of Knowledge (LK),
in line with the terminology provided by the Italian Technical Standards for Construction
(Italian NTC 2009) [27].

5.6. Methodology Applied to Identify the Artistic Assets

Large amounts of information from the TLS surveys were managed, so two methods
could be analysed and applied to identify artistic and historical assets: the segmentation of
point clouds in strategic sectors as a classification methodology of the pieces, and a second
method that related the data subset to a parametric object (based on the Geometric Descrip-
tive Language (GDL) programming). The vestry was chosen as the most representative
space of the church. This room contains many baroque elements and a varied set of artistic
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works. First, the point cloud was segmented in areas to delimit the scanned paintings. This
procedure was effective outside the HBIM digital platform, and point cloud management
software, such as Cloudcompare or Cyclone Register 360 from Leica, was required for
implementation. It must be taken into account that the point cloud needs to provide an
adequate resolution for monitoring. The Leica BLK360 scanner, with Waveform Digitizing
(WFD) technology, has three HDR digital cameras, a colour sensor and fixed focal length
(Image 2592 × 1944 pixels) and one Infrared thermal camera (Image 160 × 120 pixels), with
four integrated within the team. Although the laser system of the equipment reaches a
precision of range 4 mm to 10 m, the “High density” mode, used in all surveys, provides a
resolution of 5 mm @ 10m (distance is not exceeded). Therefore, techniques such as the
Structure from Motion/Multiview-Stereo (SfM/MVS) could be more appropriate because
other inherent properties of the MDC system were available. However, the TLS system
gives us 360 panoramas (full dome of 30 images, 150 Mpx, 360◦ × 300◦), very suitable to
be explored from the JetStream application, allowing three Image options—colour, HDR
and IR (Figure 9). In this regard, all the paintings in the vestry were identified with limit
boxes (Box limit from Cyclone). These boxes could be managed and exported to an original
format of Leica for analysis (Figure 10), although outside of the BIM environment.
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Figure 9. Exploration and management of the scans of the Church of the Company of Jesus with Leica Cyclone Register 360.
Sitemap of the vestry to be exported.

The second method consisted of locating parametric objects without using tools
of constructive systems, i.e., Wall or Form, that are appropriate. Although both were
appropriate to be later mapped with an appropriate texture, their use could modify their
standard classification. For this purpose, the Picture object (based on GDL programming)
with accurate dimensions in the chart was used: it was more flexible as it included a
parameter to link an image adapted to the size established. All charts were modelled with
the actual dimensions taken from the point cloud and were mapped with a high resolution
orthoimage. These objects accrued great benefits for the conservation management as they
were linked to specific parameters for recording and cataloguing the artistic asset.
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5.7. Database of the Movable Assets

The BIM platform usually associates objects in the dialogue charts with usual property
categories related to the construction material, identification and manufacture, although
other specific functions could be included. Thus, the three processes (recording, inven-
tory and cataloguing) are essential in the HBIM project. The property administer from
ArchiCAD was used to create and administer the heritage property set. However, the
characteristic items considered in the recording and inventory sheets of movable assets,
published by the National Heritage Institute (NHI) of Equator, were compiled. Thus, values
were defined by each type, and the availability of properties for several classifications were
personalised. Consequently, when a parametric object was edited in the HBIM project, an
editing subwindow of a new category called Heritage Furniture was available. To define a
damage analysis of the movable object, an Option Set type was programmed as it facilitated
a numerous selection that defined the variables of the objects (Figure 11).

These characteristics are related to the conservation and maintenance of the works
of art, including marks, loosening, rips, deformations and overpainting. After recording
the artistic assets of the vestry, specific labels were created with the specific data for a
rapid graphic identification of the objects within the HBIM project. The properties of these
labels could be modified by accessing the pre-established options in the Classification
and Properties section of the Picture object. Thus, the state of vulnerability, the heritage
assessment, the characteristics and values of the work of art established by the specialist
were shown (Figure 12).

5.8. The Interoperability of Data with the Specialists in Conservation and Restoration

For the conservation works of the art assets of the Church of the Company of Jesus,
the specialist in restoration of the TeamWork-HBIM team provided all the information
included in the recording sheet of the NHI, including the historical references and conser-
vation data of the asset, such as the incorporation of items in the damage analysis. The
process was based on the work by Bienvenido et al., 2019 [25], who established charts of
reintegration elements (i.e., the tiles of the Pavilion of Charles V from the 16th century) in
the HBIM project with appropriate classification items for restoration work, stressing the
variables that classify the degree of intervention (state of conservation, adherence to the
support, chromatic reintegration and volumetric reintegration) and were complemented
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by the expert. The TeamWork-HBIM team collaborated with external agents, so the in-
teroperability of the workflow was solved by exporting the sheets to Excel tables (.xlsx).
Thus, the restorer of the Foundation of the Church of the Company of Jesus could fill
the items of the auscultation with the variables previously established (Figure 11). Four
options could be chosen for the degree of conservation: excellent, okay, regular and bad.
Moreover, the options of tears, stains, marks, fractures, ripped, folds, burns, loosening,
insects, deformations, etc. (up to 26 options) could be chosen in the damage analysis. After-
wards, the complete and reviewed tables were imported into the HBIM project, and all data
were automatically updated. Thus, the process was very sustainable as the collaborative
workflow was reinforced, both inside and outside the TeamWork team (Figure 13).
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5.9. Creation of Recording and Inventory Sheets

To record and quantify the objects, various tables of the elements catalogued by the
HBIM project were created by using a configuration of the Scheme of ArchiCAD for each
artistic category. Finally, the recording and inventory sheets of both the paintings in oils and
the main altarpiece of the vestry were obtained. The sheet of a painting included the scheme
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with all the properties items of the Heritage Furniture category (according to the model
of the NHI sheet): the plan with the identification of the object, a general elevation of the
point cloud with the painting labelled and the orthoimages for the appropriate auscultation
(Figure 14a). As a complement to a better auscultation of an artistic set, such as the
altarpiece of San Ignacio de Loyola and the paintings in oils, the sheet included images
from the 360-HDR exploration taken by the scanner equipment. A link to the JetStream
application was created; this application was included in the CDE of the collaborative
project to be easily explored by the specialist (Figure 13). Thus, to record and catalogue the
art objects in an HBIM project, the orthoimages and the range cloud were accurate enough
to monitor each artistic category.
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Thus, the TeamWork + CDE platform could be used by the BIM operators to create
accurate parametric models that reproduce the artistic assets, based on the range cloud
included in the HBIM project. As a general inventory sheet of the vestry, a scheme was
configured with all the properties of the Heritage Furniture category by following the
model of the NHI sheet. All the information compiled was linked to a rich database that is
continuously updated (Figure 15).
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6. Discussion

The cataloguing of movable and immovable assets today is crucial. Cataloguing is
valued as the agent in the process of making technology and scientific progress in the
scope of heritage. The systematic processes including the creation of inventories require
procedures that simplify the integration of a large database into an information digital
model. The process presented in this paper is part of the development and implementation
of an integral system to manage CH. It consists of acquiring historical, artistic and archi-
tectural information of many buildings, together with urban, constructive and pathology
information. Thus, significant field work to examine and inspect buildings is required, as
well as the location of their planimetry information, the obtaining of accurate graphic infor-
mation, and the making of conservation proposals. Finally, a synthesis and classification
report of intervention priorities is available and could be monitored by cities, provinces or
autonomous territories of the country.

The method applied to the case study was used to obtain the maximum profitability
of the initial remote sensing techniques by effectively managing the information provided
by the scans and the photogrammetry before acquiring a three-dimensional model of the
parametric elements. One of the aspects of the system was the reliability of the structure
of the HBIM project. The parametric model was based on a distribution of levels and
a network of axes appropriate for the actual geometry of the building provided by the
point clouds. The information was valid in the virtual auscultation for both the modelling
works and the specialists in restoration. In addition, the metadata of the scans and the
postprocessing were included both in reports approved and linked to the HBIM project and
in the database of the CDE. It was important that this information, before the segmentation,
was available for subsequent works, mainly for processing a new survey. The BIM software
is today limited to manage large point cloud files because of the large amount of information
provided by scans; however, these disadvantages should be solved in the future.

The methodology was thus strengthened because many essential disciplines of CH
conservation were included in the project. The HBIM project met the needs of the Foun-
dation of the Church of the Company of Jesus regarding documentation inventory, data
management and conservation activities planned by the multidisciplinary service (archi-
tects, engineers, historians, art restorers and heritage disseminators). Every coworker from
the TeamWork-HBIM team dcould access a BIMcloud server and intervene according to
their role and permission given. As an operative CDE was also established as a support for
the HBIM project, the method facilitated other actors and external specialists in auscultat-
ing the artistic assets appropriately—identifying, recording, quantifying, consulting and
referencing pieces and constructive systems of the model for the continuous conservation
and sustainability of the historic building. The use of the interface of the BIM platform to
identify the artistic asset, together with the ease with which the restorer could include the
values related to the studies, turned the process into a powerful and effective tool. The
system also included 360◦ viewers to fully include the point cloud of the building, thus
capturing its characteristics and measurements. In works of recording or making reports
before an intervention, specialists could explore 360◦ panoramic (HDR, IR) images and
obtain accurate metric information directly from the point clouds, without considering
the 3D simply parametrised representations or those including an inappropriate LOD
due to the geometric simplifications. This functionality is also valid for the benefit of
governmental institutions when managing the asset and disseminating it to the public
because all the updated information of the building related to its conservation cycle could
be accessed. The system therefore provided an appropriate and personalised interface
linked to the parametric model classified, thus facilitating the introduction of appropriate
data to intervene the artistic or architectural piece. In addition, the BIM model continuously
updates the parameters.

Within this context of sustainability, the project is being worked on by developing
parametric models based on the HBIM structure, which is created by the data provided
by the surveys. Especially, the usual methodology can be improved by providing greater
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effectiveness and productivity in the processes from scan to BIM. However, it is true that a
more effective interoperability is required for the workflow presented. Communication
problems should be solved, particularly in the operativity of the information centralised
in the CDE; moreover, the access protocol should be improved to speed up the access.
The accessibility to data by other external researchers through a graphic exploration of
the model required greater fluidity. Open BIM should also be reinforced by transmitting
data to the open standard format (Industry Foundation Classes (IFCs)) considering the
characteristics of the building. Data reciprocity is not a worrying aspect because the latest
advances in the AEC industry facilitate the sharing of information among many specific
software; however, there is no established common classification of constructive systems
and historical pieces, which are not usual in the current construction but essential to
manage heritage assets.

7. Conclusions

This document justifies the theory of generating an HBIM model in a digital platform
that is sustainable for cultural heritage. The sustainability showed by the collaborative
TeamWork-HBIM working system under the umbrella of a CDE presents objectives related
to the integral management in heritage research, preservation, restoration and dissemi-
nation. This paper includes the first interventions in a representative heritage of Quito
within an integrated heritage management project of the city. The implementation of a
sustainable conservation plan for a historic building for the conservation of a rich heritage
site, such as the Church of the Company of Jesus, is a work requiring time not because
of the assimilation of concepts and the skill acquisition in using digital tools to represent
and manage information, but because of the change of professional relationships and
traditional work methodologies. Research and experimentation should be included to
the usual preservation, restoration and dissemination works, considered from several
disciplinary perspectives. The new HBIM project should ensure interoperability from
various sides, including specialists of the technician team in intervention, maintenance and
conservation, as well as tourist managers. For this purpose, the Heritage-CDE should be
the only source of information of a sustainable collaborative project to compile and manage
graphic documentation in the HBIM project, including the point clouds, the parametric
models and metadata—i.e., all the information of the project should be both in a valid
format, (whether in BIM or in a conventional and complementary data format) for the
whole teamwork and property, and accurate, to disseminate the heritage value.

This is therefore a crucial moment to define the terms to implement a full database
that includes all the artistic and architectural pieces of a historic building. In the future, we
have to develop georeferencing applications through a Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) or Total Station (TS) to createe a reference frame in order to accurately monitor
a building over time. The workflow should include metadata, which are progressive
scientific and academic contributions; moreover, the workflow should be flexible and
effective regarding the accessibility and enrichment of information in the consecutive
conservation phases.

The method proposed is new because it raises the profitability of the initial remote
sensing techniques work before increasing the Level of Development of a complete three-
dimensional model of heritage parametric elements. The project was effectively structured
according to the actual geometry and, in an early stage of the HBIM project, specific
data were related to the point clouds segmented. In this regard, GDL parametric objects
were accurately placed as these objects include the actual image of the artistic asset for
a correct auscultation. The specialist could fill in the essential data and the anomalies
were easily detected considering the items of artistic, historic and conservation properties
and choosing among the predetermined options. Complete sheets including schemes for
recording, measuring and cataloguing all the artistic assets located in that container were
created. In addition, the sheets were personalised to adapt them according to the National
Heritage Institute in Equator.
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Afterwards, this process will continue with new effective works, such as facilitating the
modelling works that are accurate to the existing architecture, essential for future studies
related to the structural, energy, budgeting and maintenance aspects. The BIM technology
allows data to be interoperated among specific software, thus easing the collaboration
between the disciplines of the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) sector.
An aspect of the HBIM project lies in the structural analysis and the decision-making of
engineers and restorers before restoring or strengthening the conservation process. The city
of Quito, located in the skirt of the Pichincha Volcano and on a system of faults, has been
harmed throughout the centuries by a wide seismic and volcanic activity (the documented
first earthquake took place in 1541) [60], but the earthquakes in 1755, 1797, 1859 and 1868
caused more damage [61]; thus, the specialist needs these BIM experimentation models
to support the seismic studies of cause and effect. Many advantages for the conservation
actions are provided by the BIM collaborative methodology. For this purpose, to tackle the
complexity of cultural heritage, an effective and progressive use by the AEC professionals
and a greater implication of public or private institutions, which protect cultural heritage
assets, would be essential to implement effective systems such as HBIM.
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